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The Bechtle & EasySam partnership 
 

EasySam are an independent Software Asset 
Management (SAM) consultancy that provide 
analysis and advice around the software you 

purchase and deploy with Bechtle. As a trusted 
licencing services partner, Bechtle work side by side 
with EasySam to provide guidance around managing 

your Software Assets.

SAM MANAGED SERVICE

Understand your compliance

Managing software assets and maintaining compliance isn’t a one-off activity. Software changes, infrastructure 
upgrades and new licensing schemes all require an organisation to maintain constant visibility of their software 
estate. That’s where SAMplicity comes in! SAMplicity is an end to end SAM managed service from EasySAM, and covers 
all of your end point devices from the data centre to desktops / laptops, to cloud and hybrid environments, and can 
be delivered against a wide range of software vendors. In addition to regular compliance reporting, we also provide 
software optimisation recommendations, a management report, software audit defence and process and policy review 
and improvement. 

Only pay for what you are using

Our maturity assessment creates a baseline template of your current SAM infrastructure and maps out how we can 
assist to improve your SAM maturity, reduce the risk of a software vendor audit, drive down software licensing costs by 
as much as 30% and improve your return on investment in software. Our current managed service customers are 80% 
less likely to be audited by a software vendor (saving all the associated time and effort as well as unbudgeted software 
expenditure) and have the opportunity to resell their unused perpetual software licenses via our license buyback 
service!

In more detail...
SAMplicity has saved EasySam managed service customers in excess of £560m in licensing costs. Contact us to find out 
more about how SAMplicity can help you! 
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